
 

Collagen in your coffee? A scientist says
forget it
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Collagen products are popping up everywhere. While collagen is
probably most well known for its touted skin care benefits and as a
major component of lip enhancers and injections, some celebrities, like 
Kourtney Kardashian, are suggesting that people drink it. Products
derived from collagen are not just in skin creams and dietary
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supplements but even in pillow covers and clothing. Kardashian is even
selling collagen supplements.

Collagen is the body's most abundant protein, made up of amino acids,
or peptides. It literally glues our bones, cartilage, skin and blood vessels
together. It's what makes our tissues grow, mature and move. Its
presence under your skin can keep it from sagging over time.

Because our bodies begin to lose collagen in our 20s, skin creams and
treatments made from the connective tissues of animals seem like an
effective way to combat age. And, it has few side effects.

But there's a catch—or two. As a female interested in aging gracefully
and as a scientist who studies collagen, I have found the plethora of
collagen-based products to be interesting. I have been involved with
studying collagen for over a decade as our lab is working to develop a
collagen made solely in a laboratory instead of sourcing from animals. I
have asked other collagen-knowledgeable colleagues what they think of
everyone putting it in their coffee, and I get some smirks.

Collagen for arthritis and healing wounds

Starting in our 20s, our bodies produce less collagen, causing our skin to
sag and wrinkle, our bones and joints to weaken and stiffen, and our hair
to become thinner. A diet high in sugar, excessive sun exposure and
smoking also diminish collagen levels.

Collagen's molecular structure is something called a complex triple helix,
like three pieces of rope twisted together. Certain molecular interactions
require a triple helix shape in order to function. There are about 30
different types. The vast majority of the collagen in our bodies,
however, is of three types: type 1, which gives skin its firmness; type II,
which makes up our movable joints; and type III, which gives tissue its
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elasticity.

Most of the studies of collagen have focused on arthritis and wound
healing, and collagen supplements have been found to be effective.
While very little research has been done on other applications, it is likely
that collagen taken orally diminishes the molecules that lead to
inflammation and disease.

What you should know about that hot drink

The collagen molecule itself is too large to penetrate the surface of the
skin when applied in a cream or lotion. It just sits there until it's washed
off. Soluble or hydrolyzed collagen, which is broken down into smaller
fragments, does penetrate the skin, but these fragments are likely too
small to do any good. Likely, a skin improvement is due to additional
ingredients in your topical cream or simply additional proline, an amino
acid found in collagen.

In addition, collagen falls apart at temperatures above body temperature,
turning it into plain gelatin—yes, the stuff in Jell-O. At these higher
temperatures—when added to hot coffee, for example—collagen's
molecular structure melts, diminishing or even negating the desired
health benefits.
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What to look for when buying collagen

The Food and Drug Administration does not evaluate collagen
supplements, or any dietary supplement, so it's smart to do your own
research before you buy.

First, it's best to get a collagen boost from your diet by eating lots of
leafy green vegetables, citrus, eggs, berries, tomatoes, cabbage, pumpkin
seeds, avocados and garlic, which can provide your body with nutrients
to support collagen growth.

What about bone broth? Despite the hype, the notion that the collagen in
bone broth will somehow become collagen in your body is just wishful
thinking. In fact, the ingredients that are supposed to make bone broth
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superior are not that special, and likely during preparation the collagen
has been melted.

Furthermore, the likelihood of a large amount of collagen from any
source (e.g., supplement, bone broth or meat) making it all the way from
your digestive tract to a joint or your skin is small, and if it occurs at all,
the amount is likely to be just a small fraction of what you ingested. It is
most likely to have an impact on gut immunity, which then may alleviate
symptoms of arthritis.

Those who prefer a supplement should use a refrigerated, liquid collagen
or collagen powder mixed into a cold beverage. Collagen peptides have
already been melted and are therefore similar to other protein powders.

And remember that not all commercially available collagens are equal.
Always find out where your collagen comes from. If you have a fish, egg
or shellfish allergy, be sure your collagen comes from another source.

Given the lack of FDA oversight, it's also a good idea to buy collagen
that has been tested by a credible group like the USP or UL.

Select a brand that provides your collagen of interest. If you're looking
for joint health, collagen type II is your best bet. If you're looking for a
skin or hair boost, collagen type I would likely work best.

And finally, make it part of your daily routine. The benefits wear off if
you stop taking it.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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